
































SPECIAL BONUS SECTION
Well, viewed 35 or so years on, Prometheus #3 is pretty embarrassing to me, the work of a 15
yearold novice. Yet, it’s an important piece of Amoeba archaeology that introduces Ninja Ant and 
Karate Kactus for the first time, is a more proper “comic book adventure” than the first two 
scribbled comics, and sets a lot of the tone for the future. In my vague memories of 1987, I was 
learning as I went along  I started this issue scribbling in the same stupid blue marker pens I’d 
always drawn with, cramming as much as I could on a page (sorry that the lettering is borderline 
illegible on the first few pages), but even by the end of this story I started to learn how to tell a 
story better, using panel borders, clearer lettering and getting rid of the bloody blue pens. More 
than any other comic I did, this issue shows me learning as I went along, I think. 

Below: A very early draft of the cover for Prometheus #3, more in the style of Prometheus #1 and 
#2. 



There’s stuff about these earliest comics that I cringe a lot at  my initial drawn portrayals of the 
Asian “Ninja Ant” and “Karate Kactus” characters were a little crude and insensitive. (I’m particularly 
dismayed by the “squinty eyes” I drew them both with for years, which weren’t intended as racist, 
just based on some pretty antiquated and lame cartooning shorthand, but nowadays looks pretty 
bad.) Below is the "small press version" cover for the Prometheus #3 second printing  which I'm not 
quite sure if I ever published, 30 years on... I don't have any copies left if I did!  



The introduction for a second printing of Prometheus #3 (more like a "first" printing, because I 
never actually printed any copies of the issue back in 1987!)  circa 1991.



A weird sort of "commercial" for myself I drew featuring "Max Protoplasm," the nonemore'80s 
parody of Max Headroom I briefly drew, "interviewing" Prometheus about his comic book. All 
these years on, my main question is, who the heck was Captain Eggplant?!?!


